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INTRODUCTION 
Thank you for obtaining a copy of the RHEA™ software, for Rheology Analysis of materials with a focus 
on the asphalt and bitumen industry.  The RHEA™ software is a rapid and user-friendly method to analyze 
data from frequency sweep, relaxation or creep experiments and to determine a wide range of visco-elastic 
properties that are used in specifications.  The routines developed within RHEA are appropriate for the 
analysis of many visco-elastic materials from rubbers, polycarbonates, waxes, bitumen, asphalt, etc. 

RHEA™ has been specifically developed for engineers working in rheology needing a rapid analysis 
procedure.  Master curves of stiffness or compliance information in either time or frequency domain are 
generated from dynamic or creep data.  For example, in the asphalt industry, the Superpave specification 
and mixture design process involves the collection of dynamic data for both binder and mixture 
specifications.  In the plastics industry, dynamic mechanical data is used for understanding the complex 
behavior of polymers over a wide range of frequencies/times. The RHEA™ software allows users to rapidly 
inspect the quality of data and to develop the interrelationships with ease. 

Nomenclature in this manual 
Different publications use different terminology and nomenclature for rheological parameters.  After 
review, this software has adopted the following: 

 

G* complex shear modulus  
G′ storage shear modulus  
G″ loss shear modulus 
G(t) creep shear relaxation modulus 
J(t) creep shear compliance 
E* complex extensional modulus 
E′ storage extensional modulus 
E″  loss extensional modulus 
E(t) creep extension relaxation modulus 
D(t) creep extension compliance 
S(t) stiffness  
λi relaxation time 
gi relaxation strength 
Λi retardation time 
ji retardation strength 
aT shift factor 

δ phase angle 
ω frequency 
ωr reduced frequency 
m slope 
J* complex compliance 
J′ storage compliance 
J″ loss compliance 
η′ storage viscosity 
η″ loss viscosity 
η steady state viscosity 
TR reference temperature 
TG glass transition temperature 
R rheological index (or R value) 
ν Poisson’s ratio 
DS Discrete spectrum 
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Interconversions 
RHEA™ converts dynamic mechanical data (G', G" vs. ω) from the frequency domain to the time domain, 
G(t) and J(t) and vice-versa.  Functionality includes the following: 

 

DYNAMIC EXPERIMENTS 

G', G", G*, δ                     G(t)   J(t) 

E', E", E*, δ                     E(t)   D(t) 

TIME DOMAIN EXPERIMENTS (Stress Relaxation/Creep Experiments) 

G(t)          J(t)   G', G", G*, δ 

Creep Compliance - Indirect Tension etc. 

D(t)         E(t)   E', E", E*, δ 

S(t)     D(t)   E', E", E*, δ 

 

The shifted master curves are fitted using a modified non-linear Marquadt-Levenburg least squares 
optimization. This is followed by a numerical analysis calculating the discrete relaxation and retardation 
spectra (Baumgaertel and Winter, 1989).  RHEA has been developed as a general tool for performing 
rheological analysis of a wide variety of materials that behave accordingly to the linear visco-elastic theory.  
This manual provides a functional explanation of the programs working, but does not elaborate on the 
background research.  Reference sources are given for the technical papers, which this software is based 
upon. 

Disclaimer 
The licensed software is sold “as is” and without any warranties, either expressed or implied, as to 
performance, accuracy, reliability or suitability for any purpose. The developers of this software may have 
made statements about this software, either in person or in print. Any such statements do not constitute 
warranties and shall not be relied on by the user in deciding whether to acquire or use this program.  

Because of the diversity of conditions and hardware under which this program may be used, no warranty 
of fitness for a particular purpose is offered. The user is advised to become familiar with the underlying 
concepts, assumptions and limitations of this calculation procedure, and to test the program thoroughly to 
determine the extent to which it can be relied upon. The entire risk as to the applicability, results and 
performance of this software is assumed by the user.  

Any liability of the developers will be limited exclusively to product replacement or refund of the purchase 
price, excluding shipping and handling. The developers of this software shall not be liable for any direct, 
indirect, consequential, or incidental damages (including damages for loss of business information, and the 
like) arising out of any claim regarding the use of or inability to use the licensed software. 
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RHEA™ License Agreement 
The owner of the copyright in RHEA™ grants the registered owner of the program a non-exclusive, non- 
transferable worldwide right and license to use and display the licensed software.   The software is protected 
and the license allows only a single user on a single machine.  In addition, the registered owner is not 
allowed to resell or otherwise release the software to third parties.  

The RHEA™ software system and manual are copyrighted and proprietary materials. The use of RHEA™ 
shall be acknowledged in all resulting publications, including but not limited to technical papers and 
consulting reports.  

No subroutine(s) shall be extracted from the program, in total or in part, for use in another program. The 
registered owner shall not adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, or create derivative 
works based on the licensed software.  

The program will not be used, in total or in part, in the development of a new program, to be distributed 
under a different name, except with the explicit and written permission of the owner of the copyright. 

Setup 
RHEAv2 is designed to run in the range of Microsoft© Windows® operating systems that are compatible 
with the .Net Framework, in both the 32- and 64-bit PC architectures. It is distributed in a self-extracting 
executable file that will automatically install the software to the PC system. RHEA is initially set with a 
default setup folder, but it is possible to select alternate installation locations. 

The user can also add a shortcut icon to the Desktop. Selecting this shortcut or selecting RHEA from the 
list of installed programs will launch the software at any later time. Before launching RHEA, the license 
must also be installed in the target computer. Without the license, RHEA will not be able to authenticate 
the user and therefore its features will not be available. When RHEA is initiated, a welcome window with 
some basic information will emerge, succeeded after a few seconds by the program’s main window. 

 

    

Figure 1:  RHEA setup process 
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Figure 2:  Splash screen 
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RHEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS IN RHEA  

Isotherm shifting and mastercurve assembly 
The analysis in RHEA is based upon the shifting procedures defined by Gordon and Shaw (1994).  This 
shift method consists of two basic steps.  First the stiffnesses within each isotherm are adjusted for density 
considerations and then following this a pairwise shifting occurs.  These steps are described below. 

Temperature-density correction 
Vertical shifting is not considered with the exception that a density correction is applied as follows. The 
modulus data is normalized to account for the different density at the reference temperature compared to 
the temperature of measurement, as described by Rouse (1953) and implemented in analysis method (Ferry, 
1980), thus: 

 

If density correction is not required then inputs in the data file format for the linear expansion coefficients 
of the material considered must be set to zero.  The data file format is discussed later in this document. 

Pairwise shifting 
The pairwise shift of adjacent isotherms is then conducted which consists of steps as follows: 

• Determine an initial estimate of the shift using Kealble modification of the WLF parameters and 
standard constants 

• Refine the fit by using a pairwise shifting technique and straight lines representing each data set 
• Further refine the fit using pairwise shifting with a polynomial representing the data being shifted 
• The order of the polynomial is an empirical function of the number of data points and the decades 

of time / frequency covered by the isotherm pair 
• This procedure gives shift factors for each successive pair, which are summed from zero at the 

lowest temperature to obtain a distribution of shifts with temperature above the lowest 

The shift at the reference temperature is interpolated and subtracted from every temperature’s shift factor, 
causing the reference temperature to become the origin of the shift factors.  An example of the shift factor 
development according to this method is shown in Figure 3. 

After the first and second estimate of the shift is made, the polynomial expression is optimized using 
nonlinear techniques. The shift factors are developed by considering the pairwise shift starting from coldest 
temperature isotherm.  For data consisting of loss and storage modulus the shifting is done for both 
components of modulus and then averaged to produce the final shift.  When only a single component is 
available (i.e., G*, D(t), S(t), etc.) then the shift is only performed one time. 

The goodness of the shift produced depends upon the data quality obtained, in particular:  

• The number and spacing of data points in each isotherm of data  
• The quality of the data 

The number and spacing of data points within each isotherm is recommended to be a minimum of 5 equally 
spaced points on a logarithmic scale.  A maximum of 10 points is a reasonable number to consider while 
testing.  This type of sampling scheme ensures that the polynomial fitted to the data in the shifting process 
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is weighted appropriately.  The Gordon and Shaw (1994) method uses a Lorentzian weighting, centered 
about the midpoint of the two data sets being shifted.  See example in Figure 3 for this shifting applied to 
data collected from a combined BBR and DSR data set. 

 
Figure 3:  Mastercurve assembly example (shows the “Pairwise” shifting of G′ for a combined BBR 
and DSR data set 

Models 
After the data has been shifted various model fits are attempted and applied. These include 
relaxation/retardation spectra (often referenced as Prony series) and functional forms such as the 
Christensen-Anderson model (1992) (visco-elastic liquid) and the standard and generalized logistic 
functions (visco-elastic solid) (Verhulst, 1838; Richards, 1959).   

Discrete spectra fit 
The discrete spectrum fit uses the method developed by Baumgaertel and Winter (1989) for fitting visco-
elastic solid/liquid retardation and relaxation models.  The algorithm for fitting the discrete spectrum to the 
data set requires a given number of points per decade – typically 4 to 5.  Consequently, in order to generate 
a well-conditioned discrete spectrum calculation, the data is smoothed and data points are determined which 
provide input into the DS calculation.   If excessive data points exist – these are then reduced whereas if 
insufficient data exists extra points are interpolated to allow the calculation to take place.   

Functional forms 
The standard logistic published first in the Asphalt Institute (1982) methods is that implemented in updated 
formats in the Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide (ARA, 2004) and is often referenced as the 
Witczak model.  The Richards method was implemented by Rowe and Baumgardner (2009) and is 
considered better to allow for non-symmetric behavior of the sigmoid adopted to describe the stiffness 
master curve. 

The Christensen-Anderson model is applied to asphalt binders (bitumen) that generally contain no 
modification although it has also been applied with success to filled materials.  It should be noted that 
Christensen and Anderson recommended that the model be applied to mastercurves when the stiffness is 
greater than 105 Pa.  Filled and modified asphalt materials are often better characterized by visco-elastic 
solid models, the standard and generalized logistic functions. 
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The user has some choices over the model fitting in that the user can specify an analysis assuming a visco-
elastic solid model or liquid model.  Generally, RHEA will determine which fitting method is better for the 
data set.  It should be noted that most data sets can be analyzed as a visco-elastic liquid whereas fewer data 
sets generally can be forced to follow solid models unless the data shows a solid type asymptote at both end 
of the master curve. 

RHEA DATA FILE FORMAT 
In order to perform its analysis, RHEA needs to first read the results that are collected from a large variety 
of rheological test equipment such as DSRs, BBRs and others.  These test results are considered as “raw” 
test data, and can be read into the RHEA software when a format is known.  Additional information is 
required to enable analysis such as the reference temperature, expansion coefficients and glass transition 
temperature.  Often these last two parameters are estimated from a knowledge of the material and this is 
generally satisfactory with many asphalt materials.   

To achieve the goal of combining raw test data and analysis variables in one single file, RHEA adopts the 
time-temperature superposition “*.ttd” extension (time-temperature domain analysis).  This file is a text 
file and the structure is that proposed by Gordon and Shaw (1994).  In RHEA this has been extended to 
identify different experimental conditions and enables use with more test types.    

tTd file format 
Ttd files have a simple and well-structured data format that remains constant independently of the amount 
of data they contain, or of the parameters that they depict; ttd files are just simple text files and can be edited 
with any text processing tool. The format of a standard ttd file is: 

Line 1.  Description. Any text, on 1 line.  

Line 2.  Thirteen items as follows: 
1 N if natural data or L if log10 data 
2 Number of isotherms 
3 Reference temperature, °C. 
4 Glassy temperature, °C 
5 Apply density correction: Use 1 
6 Expansion coefficients available: Use 1 
7 Expansion coefficient below glassy temperature 
8 Expansion coefficient above glassy temperature 
9 Density at 25°C 
10 0 = Binder, 1 = Mix 
11 H for Hz or R for rad/sec if frequency domain. S = seconds if time domain 
12 G = shear, E = tension or bending (J or D if compliance), S for apparent stiffness 

(1/Compliance). 
13 Units - e.g., Pa, kPa, MPa. 
 
Line 3. Isotherm commences; 3 items as follows: 
1 Temperature of isotherm, ascending 
2 nt = Number of times / frequencies 
3 0 = rejected, 1 = selected 
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Lines 4 to (3+nt). nt lines, isotherm data points, 3 items / line, as follows 
1 Time or Frequency, ascending. 
2 Modulus or Compliance if time domain, storage modulus if frequency domain. 
3 1 (if Transient test), Loss modulus (if Dynamic test) 
4 0 = invalid point, 1 = valid point 
For each isotherm, repeat, as from line 3. 
 
Notes on the ttd files data listing: 
1) Isotherms must be in ascending order of temperature. 
2) Time or Frequency must be in ascending order within Isotherms. 

 
If for example, we consider the data file “Sample tTd.tTd” as partially depicted in Figure 4 we can ascertain 
that the data structure and meaning of the listed variables is in full compliance with the prescribed format. 

 

Figure 4:  Sample tTd file 
 
In the first line we can write any observations we want (type of binder/mix, date of the test, etc..). In this 
case the observations are just “Sample tTd”.  

The second line is where it is necessary to describe most of the test parameters. The sequence of the data 
and corresponding correlation with this data file is as follows: 

1 N if natural data or L if Log10 data (L in this case, logarithmic format data) 
2 ni = Number of isotherms (there are 5 isotherms stated in this particular ttd file) 
3 Tref = Reference temperature °C.  (21.7 ºC for the example) 
4 Glassy temperature, °C (0 ºC in this case) 
5    Apply density correction: Use 1 (always 1) 
6 Expansion coefficients available: Use 1 (always 1) 
7 Expansion coefficient below glassy temperature. (0.0003) 
8 Expansion coefficient above glassy temperature. (0.000576) 
9 Density at 25°C (1.02) 
10 0 = Binder, 1 = Mix (0 for binder) 
11 H for Hertz or R for rad/sec if frequency domain. S for seconds if time domain.  (H in this case) 
12 G = shear, E = direct or bending (J or D if compliance), S for apparent stiffness (G for shear) 
13 Units - e.g., Pa, kPa, MPa, etc.  (Pa) 
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At the start of each isotherm, three items have to be stated: 1) the isotherm temperature, 2) number of data 
points and 3) “1” if the data is considered in the analysis and “0” if not considered or removed.  For the first 
isotherm of the sample data in Figure 4, the first isotherm has the following header “5.000 10 1” which 
means that the temperature is 5ºC, there are 10 data points available, and it is to be considered as a valid 
isotherm and included in the analysis. Immediately after the isotherm header line, begins the data that was 
collected for that particular temperature.  

Data for dual component parameter (G’ and G” or E’ and E”) 
When the tTd file contains information on a dynamic test and storage and loss values are available, data 
point lines will consist of, Frequency + storage component + loss component + 1 (if we wish for RHEA to 
consider it, 0 if not).  The file structures are space delimited. 

Data for single component parameter (G*, D(t), S(t), etc.) 
For tests that consist of only one parameter (such as a BBR test as partially depicted in Figure 5), the 
structure is exactly the same but there is a slight modification.  Given that there is only one parameter 
measured during the test (the stiffness), the position of the second possible parameter is populated with 
constant value 1. Therefore, a line that corresponds to a data point will have the following structure - 
time/frequency + test value + 1 + (1 if we wish for RHEA to consider it, 0 if not).   This specific case 
(Figure 5) relates to a BBR test and consequently in the second line, positions 11 and 12 become 
respectively - s for Seconds (transient domain), and S for stiffness (test measured parameter).  The stiffness 
and time data have been expressed using log numbers as denoted by the first entry on line 2. 

 

 

Figure 5: Sample BBR test file. 
 

Further details on the file preparation are described later in this document – see information on 
“File preparation” tab. 
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BASIC SOFTWARE USE 

Loading a ttd file for rheological analysis 
The time-temperature superposition files of the “.tTd” format are loaded into the RHEA software by using 
the menu File, located on the top left corner of RHEA’s window, and by selecting the “Open T-td file” 
option.  Doing so will automatically launch a dialog in which the user selects the folder and file where the 
“.tTd” data to be loaded is located. 

 

 

Figure 6:  Opening t-Td file. 
 

The “File” menu also offers the following options: 

• Reset to original data - Will revert all possible changes made by the user in the current session to 
the information stated in the loaded “ttd” file, i.e., restores the data to be considered for analysis to 
be the same as the one described as valid in the ttd file.  

• Save to t-Td file – Saves to file the isotherm and data point information as it currently is being 
considered by the user. Please note that this action will not automatically overwrite the original .ttd 
file, it will instead launch a separate dialog in which the user will be able to define the folder and 
file designation of a new data set. Overwriting the original file will only happen if so intended by 
the user. 

• File preparation – Immediately switches to the section of the RHEA software where it becomes 
possible to import raw test data and create their correspondent “. tTd” file.  

• Exit – To close the software. 

User Graphic Interface 
As soon as a time-temperature superposition “ttd” file has been successfully loaded, the full set of RHEA’s 
features becomes available. One of RHEA’s main goals is to be able to always display its analysis results 
in both the graphics and numerical format simultaneously; to achieve this objective RHEA’s window is 
divided in 3 main sections as shown in Figure 7, which corresponds to a graphic display, numerical data 
and a user selection area. 
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Figure 7:  Division of RHEA’s user interface. 
 

The two menus that are located on top of the graphics and numerical data area will remain constant at all 
times no matter the information that has been selected by the user. The available options are: 

1. Graphic data 
menu  

2. Numerical data 
menu  

 

The graphic area can be enlarged to the full size of the window by double clicking with the mouse left 
button on it, and returned to the standard configuration by repeating the same procedure. 
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Figure 8 Enlarging the graphic area 

It is possible to manually define the maximum and minimum limits of both the X and Y axis of the graphic 
that is being visualized at any moment in the main window by using the buttons of the “Limits” field, 
located by the right side of the graphic.  The group of buttons on the top half relates to the X axis, while the 
buttons on the lower half correspond to the Y axis.  

       

Figure 9: Controls of the graphic limits 
 

Graphic data menu options 
The options that are provided by the graphic area menu can be described as follows: 
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Axis 
The options of the “Axis” menu allow adding or removing the major and minor grids of the X and Y axis 
of the graphic as well as their corresponding tick marks. This functionality will not be available in some 
graphics that were intentionally designed to be visualized accordingly to a format that does not include axis 
customization. 

    
Figure 10:  Modifying grid lines and tick marks.  

Copy to clipboard 
This option allows copying and pasting the graphic that is being visualized at the moment when this feature 
is selected directly to other programs, such as text processors or spreadsheets.  

Save  
Enables to create and save a “.bmp” format file of the graphic that is being displayed in the main window 
to a folder of the user’s choice. 

Legend  
Toggles the vertical and the horizontal positions of the legend that identifies the parameters that are being 
visualized at any moment, as well as its visibility, given the fact that it’s possible to completely remove the 
legend by unchecking the “visible” option). 

 

 

Figure 11:  Switching the legend position.  
 

Titles  
This option defines the visibility and text customization of the Y and X axes titles, as well as the main title 
located in the upper area of the graphic. This is achieved by changing the text that is located in front of each 
available titles. It also allows toggling the visibility of these three specific graphic items. 
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Figure 12:  Modifying titles 

Viewing options 
The viewing options menu enables the user to select amongst the available possibilities regarding the way 
that the discrete spectrum and the isotherms are represented.    
 

 
Figure 13:  Viewing options selection 
 

The limits of the displayed discrete spectrum can be set to either the minimum and maximum values as 
defined by the mastercurve that is being visualized, or instead, to these limits added of an auxiliary 
extension that is considered during the discrete spectrum fitting process.  These extensions are placed at 
both extremities of the discrete spectrum (Figure 14).  

The contribution of the different modes of the discrete spectrum can also be made visible or invisible for 
the relaxation/complex modulus and the associated compliance data (Figure 15).  For every other possible 
analysis parameter and corresponding graphic, these mode contributions options will not be available. The 
isotherms can be depicted individually (one distinct color per isotherm), or, they can be displayed all 
together indistinctly, considering just one specific color to represent the entire mastercurve.  

 

 

Figure 14:  Discrete spectrum limits, full (left) or limited to test data (right)  
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Figure 15:  Relaxation mastercurve with/without mode contribution 
 

 

Figure 16:  Isotherm display (indistinct or by temperature) 
 

Custom graphic 
The graphic section of RHEA allows some degree of customization but it’s still relatively rigid, given the 
fact that it is fully integrated in the main window and needs to coexist with other options and features that 
are available in the software.   In order to overcome this restriction, the “Custom graphic” option was 
created.  When using this option, a separate window is launched; this secondary window will only contain 
the graphic that corresponds to the analysis parameter that is being visualized.  It then becomes possible to 
modify the dimensions of this particular graphic if so needed; by enlarging or reducing the horizontal and/or 
vertical dimensions in order to better fit in a presentation, paper, thesis, or in any other document for which 
the user would like to include RHEA’s graphic. 

Not only the dimensions of this particular graphic can be changed, every other parameter that defines the 
format of the graphic can be modified, including: 

• Axis and tick marks 
• Legend visibility, position and designation 
• Visibility and definition of the titles of the graphic and axes 
• Width of the lines 
• Size of the markers 
• Font type & size 
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Figure 17:  Custom graphic window.  
 

The custom graphic feature offers another important possibility, which is the capacity to display multiple 
graphics side by side; i.e., it allows to have several custom graphics being visualized at any moment in time, 
thus allowing a direct comparison of different parameters. 

 

Numerical section options 
The numerical section located to the right of RHEA’s window, will always display the values of the 
parameters that are being depicted in the graphic area. The header of the numerical section identifies the 
parameter that is being displayed, and whenever possible; will also display the equation or mathematical 
expression that relates to that specific parameter. 

 

Figure 18:  Numerical section header example 
 
In some analysis parameters, the amount of information can prove to be relatively large and in order to list 
it in the numerical section, it becomes necessary to use separate blocks of information divided by empty 
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lines.  It may be required to use the slider tool to the right of the numerical data in order to visualize the 
entire set of data that is being listed. 

Copy to clipboard 
Just like the “copy to clipboard” option of the graphic section, this option allows to copy/paste the numerical 
data to a separate document or application. The mathematical equations or expressions will not be copied 
with this action, but it is possible to select them from the numerical data header and open Microsoft© 
Equation Editor® tool, which then enables to copy the equation to the intended file or document.  

Print 
The “Print” option enables to print the numerical data to paper, if a physical printer is connected to the 
computer, or directly to PDF file. 
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RHEA ANALYSIS 
The different parameters and analysis types featured in the software become available only after 
successfully loading a RHEA native format file of the “ttd” extension. After this action has been 
accomplished, the tabs and options that are available in the lower section of RHEA’s window become 
enabled and ready to be used. RHEA’s analysis and associated set of features are separated in different tabs, 
each with its own specific theme and options: 

• Data & settings 
• Master curve’s 
• Other data 
• Isochrones 
• G* custom models 
• File preparation 

Each feature or parameter contained in these separate sections of the software is then assessed by a specific 
button or similar control. In some cases, the parameter to which each button relates is identified by an 
acronym or an image, but all of the available options are identified in full extent on the header of the 
numerical section. A detailed description of the different tabs and options made available is: 

Data & settings 
When RHEA loads a tTd file, the “Data & settings” tab will be automatically displayed by default, along 
with the graphic and numerical representation of the test isotherms data as stated in the data.  This tab serves 
the dual purpose of displaying the test information (as stated in the ttd files), as well as controlling the way 
that the rheological analysis is performed. 

It is in the “Data & settings” tab that the user will be able to modify and/or adjust the analysis parameters 
that are considered by RHEA.  For this purpose, it is possible to change the considered data set (by adding 
or removing entire isotherms or specific data points), as well as modifying parameters that are vital to the 
final output, such as expansion factors, the intended model (liquid or solid) for the discrete spectrum, and 
several others.  

 

 

Figure 19:  Data & settings tab.  
 

The available options can be divided in the analysis settings and information categories.  Like most options 
and features in RHEA, the information is available at a push of a button.  The analysis settings are shown 
towards the right side of the tab whereas other information options are provided towards the left side.  These 
are described as follows:  
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Table 1:  Buttons, description and example graphics within Data & settings tab 
Button Description Graphic 

 

Listing of the 
Isotherms and 
point data 

 

 File information 

 

 

Shows a 
visualization of 
the master curve 
creation 

 

 

Shifting error 
assessment 
versus 
temperature 
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Settings that effect the ttd file 
The options that can be set by the user that modify the data file (ttd file) are as follows: 

• Tgla: Glass transition temperature 
• exp. < Tg: expansion coefficient bellow glass transition temperature 
• exp. > Tg: expansion coefficient above glass transition temperature 
• Ref. ºC: Reference temperature (must be within the limits of the colder and warmer temperatures 

as performed in the test, and is updated by entering the desired value and pressing the return key) 

For asphalt binders (bitumen) a reasonable value of expansion coefficient can be taken as 0.0002/°C.  In 
the analysis associated with “Determining Low-Temperature Performance Grade (PG) of Asphalt Binders,” 
(ASTM D6816and AASHTO R49) the value adopted is 0.00017/°C.  For asphalt mixtures this value is 
considerably lower. 

Other settings: 

The Poisson’s ratio is defined by ν, this is used when converting from extensional to shear or vice 
versa.  It does not play a role in master curve development otherwise. 

Wild shift decades define the maximum shift factor allowed by the shifting method for isotherms that 
do not overlap (standard is 4).  This effectively allows the construction of master curves with data that 
does not have overlap between adjacent isotherms, especially between BBR and DSR data when limited 
data are available in either or both 

WLF range the temperature differential above glass transition temperature for which the WLF shift 
method will be considered (standard is 100ºC but can be changed).  Gordon and Shaw (1994) comment 
that the WLF has been most successful when applied to shift factors in this range. 

DS Model defines the way that RHEA attempts to fit the discrete spectrum to the test data. The standard 
option is auto, meaning that RHEA will determine by itself which of the solid or fluid models better 
adapts to the data set. The user can attempt to force the analysis by the selection of either solid or liquid.  
However, the selection of either solid or liquid does not guarantee that a fit will be obtained using the 
selected method. 

The Direct Black Space option will only be available when the ttd file that has been 
loaded relates to either G* or the G′ & G″ parameters. This option is identified as direct black space because 
the data here represented has not been subjected to temperature-density correction, unlike the data that is 
considered and displayed in the subsequent analysis of the software.  
 

 

 

The goal of the D-BLS option is to allow users to verify the Black Space 
diagram to identify and remove data points that suffer from some deficiency 
caused by errors or problematic readings during the execution of the DSR 
tests from which they derive, should these issues be enough reason to prevent 
a successful analysis. 
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Adding/removing entire isotherms 
The isotherms list defines the temperatures of the isotherms contained in the ttd file. Checked isotherms 
will be considered as valid and added to the analysis, while unchecked isotherms will be not be included, 
and will be disregarded by RHEA. 

 
Figure 20:  Isotherm list 

Adding/removing data points from isotherms  
RHEA enables removing specific data points (or adding back previously removed ones) in the Data & 
Settings tab.  This feature is enabled when the selected option is either the isotherm listing or the direct 
Black Space, and in two distinct ways; 1) by right mouse clicking directly on the point as depicted in Figure 
21, or 2) by a right mouse click the line that corresponds to the point as it is listed in the numerical section 

 
Figure 21:  Adding/removing points from the graphic 
 

 
Figure 22 Adding/removing points from the numerical section.  
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Implementing changes to the data set or analysis settings 
When the user applies changes to any of the analysis parameters, or modifies the considered isotherms and 
their corresponding data points, these modifications will only take effect after the user presses the “(RE) 
CALCULATE” button that becomes visible in the lower right corner of the “Data & 
Settings” tab when the user modifies these parameters.  The concept of changes becoming effective only 
after pressing the “(RE)CALCULATE” button, is also valid when writing the ttd file that corresponds to 
the data as modified by the user. 

Master curves 
The master curves tab is the section of RHEA where the shift factors computed are depicted in higher detail, 
and where significant master curves are displayed.  The discrete spectra optimization of the data is also 
available (along with interconversions) and functional fits can be displayed. 

 
Figure 23:  Master curves tab, top for DSR G′ and G″ data, bottom for BBR S(t) data 

Isotherm shifting 
These options contain features that are dedicated to providing additional information on the shifting 
procedure. When performing analysis in which there are two distinct parameters (G′, G″ or E′, E″) the shift 
is performed for each component.  Thus, for each isotherm there will be a pair of shift factors (one for 
storage and another for loss).  Although the final shift factor as considered by RHEA results from averaging 
the pairs of shift factors, this section provides information on the individual component master curves and 
their shifting process.  For a single parameter such as G* or S(t) only a single component will show under 
the isotherm shifting section of this tab.  Each of the buttons on the left can be combined with a button on 
the right, in the manner shown in Figure 24.   For analysis cases in which the storage and loss components 
are available, two additional options become available in regard to tests that consist of only one measured 
parameter. The color of the text in the button relates directly to the color of the single component 
mastercurve button color.  Examples of output are given in Figure 25 to  Figure 31. 
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Figure 24:  Options for displaying results of shifting 
 

 
Figure 25:  Single component mastercurve from the G″ button  
 

 
Figure 26: Combined G′, G″ master curves – Combined button 
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Figure 27: G* Complex modulus master curve showing isotherms – G* and Isotherms button  
 

 
Figure 28:  Pairwise shifting of G′ - G′ and Pairwise button selected 
 

 
Figure 29:  Single parameter (G′ shown) with original isotherm possition - G′ and Isotherms button 
selected  
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Figure 30: Polynomial fit of the G′ mastercurve - G′ and Smoothed button selected  
 

 

Figure 31:  Data points and mastercurve for G′ mastercurve - G′ and Points button selected  
 

Shift factors 
The “Shift Factors” part of this tab provides information on the shift factors obtained.  Each of the buttons 
corresponds to a different data feature as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2:  Shift factor information 
Shift factor Button Equation for shift factor 

Gordon and Shaw  
No equation but statistics provided for each shift 
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Gordon & Shaw  
Although the considered method for the initial shift and mastercurve assembly purposes is the one 
prescribed by Gordon & Shaw, RHEA builds on this information in order to determine additional shift 
methods, thus allowing to translate the mastercurve at temperatures other than the reference temperature 
and obtain the corresponding rheological analysis parameters without repeating the entire mastercurve 
assembly process.  

The statistical error in each pair wise shift is calculated from ±t95,ν and Sε√Cii where t95,ν is the t-statistic 
(95%) calculated as a function of the degrees of freedom, ν, Sε is the standard error of estimate for the data 
set, and Cii is the diagonal element for the estimated covariance matric of standard errors in the fitted 
parameters (Gordon and Shaw, 1994; Press et al., 1996).  When two components exist (e.g., G′, G″) the 
shift and statistic is provided for each component and also the average.  This information is shown in the 
panel adjacent to the graphic display that is shown in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32 Gordon & Shaw shift.  

Other shift factors 
Graphs are produced for shift factors in three other formats, 1) Linearized Arrhenius, 2) William-Landel-
Ferry (WLF) and 3) modified Kealble. 

The Linearized Arrhenius format follows that traditional considered as Arrhenius but with a constant added 
as shown in Table 2.  This constant is very small and results from a best fit of the data to the Arrhenius 
expression of temperature.  Effectively this allows for consideration of error associated with all temperature 
measurements.  Generally, this form of relationship fits shifted data in the colder/higher stiffness region 
better, for example BBR data sets. 

Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) (Williams et al., 1955) enable the fitting of shift factor typically in the range 
Tg to Tg+100°C.  The option for the fitting range is discussed earlier in this document on the Data & 
settings tab.  Generally, this form of relationship works well for asphalt binders/bitumens in this range. 
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Modified Kaelble is based upon Kaelble (1984) analysis where he observed that changing the lower part of 
the WLF equation to a magnitude term enabled a more efficient description of shift factors above and below 
the Tg resulting in an inflection point in the shift factor reference.  We have termed this as a “defining 
temperature” consistent with the statements made regarding the division of shift factors into Arrhenius 
below and WLF above Tg in the SHRP-A-369 report (Anderson et al., 1994).  In the initial form of the 
equation the Tg and reference temperature had to be the same value.  This was considered inconvenient, 
and the equation was modified to the format shown in Table 2 (Rowe and Sharrock, 2011).  It should be 
noted that if no inflection occurs, for example if no cold temperature data is included, then the Modified 
Kaelble will default to a WLF expression with the value Tk being that of the lowest isotherm in the data 
set. 

An example of the output for the WLF format is given in Figure 33.  Other formats provide similar 
information. 

 

 

Figure 33:  WLF shift example.  
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Master curves and DS 
This part of the tab enables the user to examine fits of the master curve and some associated models.  In 
addition is it also possible to add/remove data in this window to further refine the fit of the discrete spectra 
or any models being considered.  Once the shifting process is complete and the mastercurve is assembled, 
RHEA proceeds to define the discrete spectrum that best describes the mastercurve. Using the discrete 
spectrum, it becomes possible to interpolate the test information, and obtain rheological data for frequencies 
and times that do not directly correspond and coincide to that of the test measured data. 

From this point forward, by using the known interconversions between the time and frequency domains, it 
becomes possible to overlap the test data points with a continuous line that represents the fit of the discrete 
spectra to the mastercurve of various analysis parameters. 

What distinguishes this specific set of master curves from those that are available in other sections of RHEA 
is the fact that with these, it also becomes possible to add/remove isotherms or data points and dynamically 
editing the data, in a similar method to the previously described in the Data & settings tab. 

The graphic options available in the Master curves and DS area illustrated in Table 3 and Table 4.  All of 
these can be customized via the menu options in the upper part of the general window and via the scale 
controls. 
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Table 3:  Graphic formats with Master curves and DS section (1 of 2) 
Button Description Graphic 

 

Storage and loss 
modulus master 
curve 

 

 

Complex 
modulus and 
phase angle 

 

 

Complex 
viscosity, 
dynamic and in-
phase 
components  
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Table 4:  Graphic formats with Master curves and DS section (2 of 2) 
Button Description Graphic 

 
Black Space 

 

 
Relaxation 
modulus 

 

 
Compliance/ 
retardation 

 
 

Editing the master curves 
Data editing is enabled in these specific master curves by right mouse clicking on the position of a specific 
test data point as it is portrayed in the graphic display section of RHEA.  It will then become possible to 
either remove that specific data point, or to remove the entire isotherm to which it belongs, as shown in 
Figure 34. 
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Figure 34:  Dynamically editing data in the mastercurve graphics.  
 

Possible individual data points that have been previously removed, will be depicted in the gray color and 
can be added back by right mouse clicking on their position and selecting the “Add point” option that will 
become visible then. 

Another specific characteristic of the editing made directly on the graphic displayed in the “Master curves 
and DS” tab is that the changes regarding the data used for RHEA’s analysis as defined by the user will be 
applied immediately; RHEA will automatically refactor its analysis once the user defined the isotherm to 
remove or data point to remove/add, without the need to move back to the “Data & Settings” tab and 
pressing the “(Re) Calculate” button. 

The discrete spectrum fit will always be represented by a continuous line, while the test measured data is 
depicted by a series of specific points. 

Functional fits 
The discrete spectrum is the main model used by RHEA in order to determine rheological parameters from 
the test data, but simultaneously, several other model fits are attempted as well.  

RHEA possesses a very extensive library of other models besides the discrete spectrum, the possibility of 
adapting these models to the test data is immediately investigated when a ttd file is loaded. The models for 
which a successful fit was achieved will be listed in the sections of the “Master curves and DS” tab named 
“Functional fits”. 

Functional fits are listed in descending order in terms of the error between the model and the test data. Fits 
of better approximation to the test data will be placed at the top while higher error ones will be placed at 
the bottom. The numerical data section will identify all of the mathematical variables of the fit, as well as 
the rheological parameters that are associated to each of them. 

While some of the functional fits can be applied to several parameters, others are specific to certain tests, 
for example: 

Christensen-Anderson  𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑆𝑆0
[1+(𝑡𝑡/𝜆𝜆)𝛽𝛽]𝑘𝑘/𝛽𝛽 

Cubic polynomial for D(T)  )()()()( 3
10

2
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1
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Reciprocal Christensen-Anderson  
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When the data that is being considered by RHEA corresponds to a dynamic test, RHEA will automatically 
try to fit models that depict the solid and fluid behavior, and will show the corresponding results be 
satisfactory for cases were a reasonable root mean square error is achieved ( ≤15%).  For example, the 
Dickinson & Witt (1974) fit to a data set is shown in Figure 35. 

 

 

Figure 35 Dickinson-Witt model fit for G* data 
 

Other Data 
The “Other data” tab is where master curves of additional parameters are given. This section of RHEA also 
enables the determination of rheological properties in the transient and dynamic domains that become 
available once the initial mastercurve is assembled.   Available parameters and master curves in pre-defined 
formats can be found in the “Other data” tab.  In addition, some key features such as computed master curve 
parameters commonly used in the asphalt and bitumen industry can be found in this section.  This tab is 
divided into two sections – 1) Diversified information and, 2) Properties, as shown in Figure 36. 

 

 

Figure 36: Other data tab  
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Diversified information 
The parameters that are available in the “Diversified information” section of RHEA are shown in Table 5 
to Table 7, with additional comments as follows: 

• Master curve (MC) and shift factors in a similar format to that describe within the MEPDG – the 
shift factor (SF) in this analysis is the polynomial type that is used with MEPDG. 

• Cole-Cole (COL) information is provided – this plot really requires stiffness approaching the 
glassy condition to define the high stiffness region. 

• Phase angle versus frequency – the example shown is for a conventional asphalt.  For PmBs 
different shapes will result. 

• Dobson’s (1969, 1972) (DGR) plot is provided.  Extension of the data to the x-axis provides an 
estimation of the glassy modulus.  In the high stiffness region (> 1e5 Pa) this relationship should 
lie on a straight line. 

• The m-value (MLL) plot provides an indication of relation – in a similar manner to how m-value 
is used from the BBR data. 

• Complex modulus and compliance versus frequency – are commonly used data in presentations 
and reports. 

• The reciprocal loss compliance (1/J″ = G*.sin ö) (RLC) is a specification parameter adopted with 
AASHTO M320 and this plot enables the user to see the effect of frequency on the numerical value 
of this parameter. 

• The stiffness, S(t), shows the computed values that would be associated with BBR type data.  Note 
– the value of Poisson’s ratio in the Data & settings (user defined) tab is used for the 
interconversion. 

• Mirrored modulus G*to E* or E* to G* shows the interconversion to the dynamic function – the 
value of Poisson’s ratio in the Data & settings (user defined) tab is used for the interconversion. 

Various customization options are available via the menu items at the top of the viewing area for these 
graphs. 
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Table 5:  Graphic formats within the Diversified information section (1 of 3) 
Button Description Graphic 

 

Master curve in a 
similar format to that 
described within the 
MEPDG 

 

 

Shift factors using 
MEPDG format 

  

 
Data expressed in Cole-
Cole format – G′ vs. G″ 

 

 
Phase angle versus 
frequency 
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Table 6:  Graphic formats within the Diversified information section (1 of 3) 
Button Description Graphic 

 

Data expressed as 
1 + tan ö versus G* as 
proposed by Dobson 
(1972) 

 

 

Modulus log-log slope 
(m-value) 
 

 

 
Complex modulus 
versus frequency 

 

 
Complex compliance 
versus frequency 
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Table 7:  Graphic formats within the Diversified information section (1 of 3) 
Button Description Graphic 

 

Reciprocal loss 
compliance 
(1/J″ = G*.sin ö) 

 

 Stiffness, S(t) 

 

 
Mirrored modulus G*to 
E* or E* to G* 
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Parameters and special features 
RHEA offers a number of special features that are dependent of the parameter and data listed in the ttd file 
being analyzed at any particular moment; some of these require further user input or combined operations.  
The features depend on the type of file being analyzed as indicated in Table 8. 

Table 8:  Parameters and special features under the diversified information tab 
Button Description of software functionality 

 

DSR files – will show: 
• Glover-Rowe parameter 
• Pavel Kriz (Phase angle and associated frequency) 
• ∆Tc (if data in range) considering approach developed for 4mm rheological 

analysis 
BBR files – will show: 
• ∆Tc (if data in range) considering approach developed for BBR data and 

documented within current standards and computed via analysis of the 
discrete spectra 

 

 
Steady state viscosity (analogous to zero shear viscosity) 
 

 

When the data set described in a loaded ttd file corresponds to a DSR test, RHEA acknowledges this fact 
and attempts to perform a series of additional analysis, such as determining the Glover Rowe parameter, 
the Pavel Kriz parameter, and ΔTc. This analysis will only become available after the user presses the 
“hammer” button. 

Hammer Analysis - Analysis of a PG64-22 binder (Original condition) 
We have shown in this section the analysis of a PG64-22 binder in the original condition.  It should be 
noted that the analysis is based upon a file that has been merged from both BBR data (converted to DSR 
equivalent) combined with the DSR data1 and in addition on the BBR data alone. 

The “Glover-Rowe” parameter is determined as G*.(cosδ)2/sinδ determined at a frequency of 0.005 rad/sec 
at a temperature of 15 ºC.  The Glover-Rowe (G-R) parameter is displayed numerically, as well as in a 
graphic that will also contain the calculated point and the limits for cracking onset and severe cracking.  
The numerical value is calculated in two manners, 1) using the discrete spectra fit and interpolation, and 2) 
using the best functional form model fit.  Both of these values should be numerically similar.  The user 
should ensure that the discrete spectra and model fits are adequate via inspection of data in the G* and 
phase angle plots.  It should be noted that the G-R parameter is a “log” parameter, meaning that the 
importance of variability should be considered on a log scale.  The values obtained and shown in Figure 37 
are 1.30 and 1.31 kPa for the discrete spectra and Christensen-Anderson model fits, respectively. 

The “Pavel Kriz” analysis (Kriz et al., 2020) considers what phase angle is achieved when the modulus is 
8,967 MPa.  This parameter captures the temperature susceptibility of the binder in a similar manner to the 
R-value and ΔTc.  The value obtained and shown in Figure 37 is 53.96 degrees.  This is significantly greater 

 
1 The method for merging data from different test types is discussed later in this document. 
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than the 42 degrees that is used in specifications (but note this is in original and not in PAV condition).  The 
associated test frequency is given as 169.31 rads/sec. 

Since this data was combined with BBR data to cover the higher range of stiffness it was possible for the 
ΔTc to be computed.  With DSR data various researchers have suggested use of a value of S = 142 MPa 
and m = 0.275 as being comparable to the S = 300 MPa and m = 0.300.  Using these parameters, the value 
obtained for ΔTc and shown in Figure 37 is 2.211.  It should be noted that this analysis was developed 
specifically for 4mm DSR data but it can also be used with BBR + DSR combined data. 

The data obtained just for the BBR testing of this same material was analyzed in RHEA and the “Hammer” 
analysis conducted.  This gave the result as shown in Figure 38 which gives a ∆Tc value of 2.26, which is 
close to the value obtained in the analysis when combined with the DSR data. 

 

  
Figure 37: Glover-Rowe parameter, Pavel Kriz analysis and ΔTc from DSR measurements of a 
PG64-22 binder (Original condition) 
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Figure 38:  Analysis of BBR data using "Hammer" option gives ∆Tc when data is in range 
  
Steady state viscosity (SSV) over test temperature range 
The steady state viscosity can be assessed over the temperature range defined isotherms of the test data. 
This feature is accessed by using the viscosity symbol button of the “Other data” tab (see Table 8).  RHEA 
calculates viscosity for every temperature that coincides with the test isotherms, and uses a cubic spline 
interpolation to determine this parameter at a step of 1º C. 
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Figure 39:  Steady state viscosity for PG64-22 binder (Original) computed for the temperature range 
-24 to 55C 
 

The steady state viscosity is analogous to the zero-shear viscosity and can be assessed in two other ways 
for a given temperature in RHEA, 1) the isolated dashpot in the retardation spectra, and 2) the asymptotic 
value shown in the figure that depicts the dynamic viscosity η′ = G″/ω.  At a Tref of 25°C the value obtained 
from the analysis was 4.764e5 Pa which can be seen to be identical with the data plotted in Figure 39.  The 
data in the lower part of Figure 40 demonstrates that the η′at a vanishing shear rate is the associated 
parameter.  It should be noted that this asymptote is not always obtained with polymer modified binders 
and a degree of extrapolation will exist in the process. 

This data can be contrasted to other measures of viscosity – for example the data can be easily plotted in a 
form to develop the A+VTS relationship as used in the MEPDG for different binders.  Viscosity determined 
in this manner provides essentially the same viscosity as would be determined via a Cross model (or other 
numerical form) to develop a Newtonian viscosity.  However, the method within RHEA is likely to be more 
precise and certainly more rapid. 

The SSV can be contrasted with other measurements.  Typically, a smooth curve is found when plotting 
this data with Brookfield measurements at higher temperatures.  A pseudo viscosity can also be obtained 
from the reciprocal of the Jnr measurements with adjustment for units.  Thus, the pseudo viscosity for Jnr 
can be considered as 1000  × 1/Jnr if the result is required in Pa.s.  Since the Jnr measurement is conducted 
at two stress levels, two values for pseudo viscosity will be observed at each temperature.  The value 
obtained at a load level of 3,200 Pa will always be lower than the value obtained at 100 Pa.  In addition, 
both of these values should be lower than the SSV measured from small strain experiments in the DSR.  An 
example of data of type is illustrated in Figure 41. 
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Figure 40:  Assessment of steady shear viscosity for PG64-22 binder (Original) using other function 
within RHEA 
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Figure 41:  Example viscosity data for PG76-22 binder, with Brookfield data and pseudo viscosity 
from Jnr measurements at two temperatures 
 

Properties  
The properties section allows the user to obtain the full set of available rheological properties for a 
temperature, frequency and time that are located within the accessible region. The accessible region is the 
area defined by translating the mastercurve to the limits represented by the minimum and maximum 
temperatures as stated in the test.  Based on the initial mastercurve for the reference temperature, RHEA 
automatically obtains the horizontal shift and vertical shift (correspond to the temperature) as defined by 
the user (should the target temperature not coincide with the reference temperature).  

After the user defines the target temperature, frequency or time; pressing the “Calculate” button will list all 
the correspondent rheological parameters in the numerical section. It is important to note, that the selected 
frequency and time are independent variables for this feature of RHEA’s analysis, and do not have to 
necessarily relate to each other.  The accessible graphic region is also plotted simultaneously, in it the 
coordinates of the point selected by the user (dynamic data) is identified (Temperature vs frequency if 
dynamic ttd data, temperature verses time if transient).   As the user selects the target temperature, RHEA 
automatically determines the corresponding limits of the accessible area in both the transient and dynamic 
domains. Only target times and frequencies that are located within this interval will be accepted. The limits 
can be consulted by hoovering with the mouse over the title labels of the frequency and time fields.  This 
functionality can be seen in the information shown in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42:  Accessible region results for a frequency of 10 radians/second (1/10 = 0.01 seconds) and 
also with output for 52 second data in time domain 
 

Isochrones 
The “Isochrones” tab is separated in two distinct sections as shown in Figure 43.  The Isochrone & 
Accessible region allows the construction of data in isochronal plots and also provides information such as 
the modulus at the cross-over temperature (typically expressed at Gc in the USA and G*VET in the UK).  In 
addition, the temperature associated with these cross-overs can be obtained at user specified frequencies.  
The section that considers Oberst beam damping was developed to assess beam damping properties that 
could be expected from formulations.  It is our understanding that these measurements are important for 
asphalt compounds being used for noise reduction and/or other industrial applications. 

 

 

Figure 43:  Isochrones tab – note “ACR”, “Get Isochrones” and “CALCULATE” buttons 
 

Isochrones and accessible region 
The isochrones section is designed to provide information on fixed frequencies and times over a range of 
distinct temperatures. The parameters for which RHEA determines isochrone data are: 

• Relaxation modulus 
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• Creep compliance 
• Storage and Loss 
• Complex Modulus 
• Phase Angle 

The options available in the Isochrones section are: 

• Number of isochrones: Determines the number of different isochrones that RHEA will consider 
• Number of points: Specifies the number of data points that RHEA will consider per isochrone 
• Range [Domain]: Defines the range for the isochrones, in frequency if the ttd fie relates to a 

dynamic test and in time if the ttd file relates to a transient test.  
• Range T ºC: Defines the minimum and maximum temperatures to be considered for isochrone 

data. 

Only data located within the accessible region will be effectively determined by RHEA and displayed in 
the results.  The accessible region can be displayed by accessing the “ACR” button.  Once the previous 
settings have been defined, pressing the “Get Isochrones” button will produce the results that will be 
displayed in both the graphic and numerical data.  From this moment on, it’s possible to navigate through 
isochronal data with different parameters by selecting the desired isochrone item from the list. 

If the user needs to determine the cross-over temperature, TGc or TVET, or cross-over modulus, Gc or G*VET, 
then this is obtained from the phase angle isochrone data as shown in Figure 45.  The values of frequency 
chosen in this figure relate to 0.4 Hz (2.51 rads/sec) and 10 rads/sec as commonly used in the UK (Rowe, 
2014) and USA (D’Angelo et al., 2019), respectively. 

 

 

Figure 44:  Creep compliance isochrones 
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Figure 45:  Determining the values of cross-over temperature, TGc or TVET, or cross-over modulus, 
Gc or G*VET 

 

Temperatures at which a target modulus occurs can be obtained when the isochrones tab parameter is 
“Complex modulus,” an auxiliary window appears; in this window the user must define a target modulus 
for which RHEA will determine the temperature at which it will occur for each predetermined frequency, 
along with the corresponding phase angle, see Figure 46. 

 

 

Figure 46:  Definition of target modulus and temperature results 
 

Oberst beam damping 
Oberst beam damping is a feature that is designed to emulate the procedure described in ASTM E 756-05: 
Standard Test Method for Measuring Vibration-Damping Properties of Materials, considering a shear 
modulus similar to the results that RHEA obtained in its analysis of a specific DSR test. 

The available options in the Oberst beam damping section are: 

• H1/H ratio: The ratio of the thickness of the damping material in regard to the beam 
• Frequency: The value in Hz, at which the simulated test is to be conducted 
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• Beam E, MPa: The Young’s modulus of the uniform beam (stated in MPa) 

Once these variables have been defined, pressing the “CALCULATE” button will make RHEA determine 
the system loss factor, η (Nashif et al., 1985).   The results will state the temperature at which the maximum 
loss factor occurs, as well as a listing of loss factors over a wider range of temperatures.  The loss factor is 
calculated according to the expression as follows: 

 

An example of the system loss factor versus temperature for the defined frequency is given in Figure 47. 

 

Figure 47:  Oberst beam damping example 
 

G* custom models 
When the ttd file being evaluated by RHEA at any given moment corresponds to a DSR test, the G* Custom 
models tab becomes enabled and ready to be accessed by the user. In this area of RHEA, additional 
functional fits, that describe the shear modulus will be available. 

 

 

Figure 48 G* Custom models tab 
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Currently ten custom models are available in this section.  We have grouped these into two sections, 1) 
those that are algebraic equations, and 2) those for which mechanical elements are developed.  The 
information (equations and associated references) is given in Table 9.  The models will be displayed when 
the root-mean square expressed in a percentage term is less than 15% for the G* fit.  The standard graphic 
shown for a particular model fit will be the G* and phase angle, as shown in Figure 49. 

 

Table 9:  Summary of G* custom models available 
Summarized Name 
(Reference) 

Model form/ equation 

Generalized logistic 
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Figure 49:  Custom model fit for generalized logistic model 
 

The format of the display can be changed to show the model fit in various representations, of overlapping 
data.  By selecting any of these models from the lists, the corresponding fit to the data becomes displayed 
graphically and numerically.   RHEA will also identify the calculated variables for each model as well as 
the parameters that can be obtained. The available options for each overlapping overlays shown in Table 
10. 

Table 10:  Button options for varying display in G* custom models 
Button Function 

 
Overlaps G′ and G″ as calculated by the model and measured in the test 

 
Overlaps the Black Space as calculated by the model and measured in the test 

 
Overlaps the complex viscosity as calculated by the model and measured in the test 

 

Applying constraints to the analysis 
The G* custom models allows to manually define parameters such as Glassy and Equilibrium modulus, or 
define specific G* intervals to be considered in the data.   By default, the G* upper and lower limits are 
those as stated in the data set, and RHEA will freely look for the best model parameters (including Glassy 
and Equilibrium modulus) to fit the model to the data. Setting G* upper and lower values of data to consider 
and/or fixing the glassy or equilibrium modulus is done by entering the corresponding required values in 
the fields available in the “Variable fixing (Pa)” section and after that pressing the refresh button  .  The 
utility of this is shown with the CA model shown in  Figure 50.  For the application of this model, it is 
recommended that data below the 1e5 Pa is excluded from the analysis.  This difference is shown in the 
figure and the R-value and rms%, change from 2.18 to 2.37 and 4.34% to 2.15% respectively.  Some 
researchers prefer to fix the value of glassy modulus at 1e9 Pa.  If this is done, the R-value changes to 2.37 
with a rms% error of 2.15 (identical to previous analysis in this example).  When a parameter is fixed a 
“reset” button will appear.  Hitting this button will reset the data analysis to the defaults in RHEA.  
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Figure 50:  Fixing values within the custom model section 
 

File preparation 
The File preparation tab is devoted to merging and editing RHEA file format “.tTD”, files as well as to 
importing and raw data files as produced directly by test equipment (DSR, AMPT, etc..) and converting 
this information to the “.tTd” file format. This tab has a different color in regard to the others as way of 
emphasizing that the information stated here does not relate to any possibly loaded .tTd file data, unlike all 
other tabs available in the RHEA software. 

 

Figure 51:  File preparation tab. 
 

The File preparation tab allows the user to merge multiple files (either raw test data or already prepared ttd 
information) and combine their data into a single ttd file. 

 

 To load a file or files that results directly from the testing equipment 
 
 To load a file or files that are already stated in the ttd format 

 

Analysis parameters are given for the data being imported as follows: 

• Iso. Merging within ºC - Defines the merging tolerance when multiple isotherms of similar 
temperature are found in the data to merge. 
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• Tref ºC - The reference temperature to be stated in the ttd file to be created 
• Tgla ºC - The glass transition temperature to be stated in the ttd file to be created 
• expansion < Tg - expansion coefficient bellow glass transition temperature to be stated in the ttd 

file to be created 
• expansion > Tg - expansion coefficient above glass transition temperature to be stated in the ttd 

file to be created 
• Hz/Rad - Selects the frequency units to be stated in the ttd file (for dynamic domain tests) 
• Output modulus - To create a ttd file that only states G* or E* (when G’ and G” or E’ and E” are 

available) 
• Pa/kPa/MPa - The units to be considered in the ttd file to be created 
• Density at 25ºC - The density at 25°C to be stated in the ttd file to be created 
• Observations: Notes on the data to be included in the first line of the ttd file (date of testing, origin 

of the material, etc. – this is the header information on line 1 of the ttd file) 

The settings and variables described are necessary for RHEA to perform its analysis.  The data format ttd 
is a standard text file format that enable the software to transmit the information for the analysis to the 
various analysis routines used by RHEA. 

Data can be loaded in two distinct forms, either raw data or pre-prepared ttd files. In both of these options, 
either a single file can be loaded, or multiple simultaneous files can be selected.  Should it be the case of 
multiple file loading, RHEA will read the first of the selected files in order to verify the type of test, and 
will only accept other files that correspond to the same description. 

Raw test data/test data from instruments 
If the user wishes to load raw test data, it becomes necessary to press the “Raw” button, action that launches 
a window that allows to locate the folder and files to import to RHEA.  It is also necessary to select the 
brand of the equipment that was used to run the test and generate the information. This choice is made at 
the lower right corner of the dialog that becomes visible by pressing the button.  Example data file in various 
formats are provided in the RHEA download area.  As new equipment and formats are developed this 
section of the software will be modified accordingly. 

  

 

Figure 52:  Test equipment manufacturer and raw data format selection 
 

If the user wishes to load ttd files for editing or merging purposes, it is necessary to press the “tTd” button 
and select the location file or files to load. Unlike raw data, it is not necessary to define the manufacturer. 
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Editing data 
After the file or files have been loaded (raw test data or ttd files alike), data editing becomes enabled in a 
similar way to the methods described earlier.  The data that corresponds to an individual file or the sum of 
multiple files, becomes immediately available in both the graphic and numerical formats to edit. Then, 
removing /adding complete isotherms or particular data points is achieved by either right mouse clicking 
on the corresponding point in the graphic or in the numerical section. 

In the graphical area - using a left mouse click while hoovering over any given data point will display basic 
information on that specific test data and its isotherm temperature, as well as identify the data file to which 
it belongs.  Right mouse clicking will enable to remove that specific point or its corresponding isotherm 
entirely.  When using the numerical data section, it is also possible to edit the data, including a few more 
features that are not available when editing data directly in the main graphic.  These options are depicted in 
Table 11. 

The combined use of both editing options (graphic and numerical) therefore allows for complete data 
manipulation, from a macro perspective of entire data files, down to individual data points. 

Table 11:  Edit options 
File edit option Associated graphic display 
Inspection of data.  A left mouse click 
in the graphic area displays the data 
point and isotherm information. 

 
Inspection of data.  A right mouse 
click allows the user to remove a single 
point or the entire isotherm. 

 

 
File header line editing options.  
Right mouse clicking on a line that lists 
the name of a file enables to view it´s 
text information and to remove or add 
all of its isotherms. 
 

 
Isotherm header line editing options.  
Right mouse clicking on an isotherm 
temperature header line enables to 
remove it, or add it back if it had 
already been removed previously. 

 

Data point line editing options.  A 
right mouse click on a line that lists a 
specific data point will display a pop 
up message that enables removing or 
adding back that same point. 
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Duplicate isotherm data and data point merging 
When combining different files (either raw data or ttd format) into just one data set, it is possible that two 
or more isotherms of approximate temperature may coexist. RHEA will merge isotherms that are within a 
temperature tolerance.   RHEA reads the data and begins to build the final data set, should it encounter 
isotherm temperatures that are within an interval of ± the tolerance of an isotherm that already exists, it will 
combine them in a single isotherm. If in these duplicate temperature isotherms RHEA finds data points of 
repeated frequency or time, it will average all of the values in order to obtain the final result that is to be 
listed in the ttd file.  When duplicate data is found and merging occurs, RHEA automatically creates an 
additional file that contains a basic statistical analysis of the information, such as number of repeated 
occurrences, average and standard deviation, see Figure 53.   These files are created when saving the edited 
raw/ttd data to a new ttd file, and will have the same designation and folder as defined by the user to the ttd 
file just created. 

 

Figure 53:  Duplicate data merge and statistical analysis file creation 

Saving the information to a ttd file 
After the file or files (either raw test data or ttd data) data have been successfully loaded for editing 
purposes, and the possible changes to the information have been completed, the next step is to create the 
corresponding ttd file.  Use the “Save tTd” button and then load that same file in the main window. 

Converting S(t) to dynamic domain and combining with DSR data 
This feature is achieved by accessing and using a section of the “Data & Settings” tab that only becomes 
visible when the ttd file corresponds to a BBR test.  By pressing the “Convert” button (see Figure 54), 
RHEA automatically converts the stiffness isotherms to its dynamic domain equivalent, by calculating 
pseudo points for both the G’/G” and E’/E” parameters.  This action will prompt RHEA to create two 
additional ttd files in the same folder as the original BBR test ttd format file is located, with the following 
designation: 

• “BBR_TTD_File_Name”_pp_E.ttd  :  Contains the calculated E’and E” isotherms 
• “BBR_TTD_File_Name”_pp_G.ttd  :  Contains the calculated G’and G” isotherms 

The value of Poisson’s ratio used in this conversion has historically been 0.5, considering asphalt 
binder/bitumen as an incompressible liquid.  Recent studies have suggested that lower values may be 
appropriate for asphalt binders/bitumens. 
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Figure 54:  Saving BBR to the dynamic domain. 
 

Combining BBR and DSR data implies that the corresponding ttd files are already available.  Assuming 
that the BBR test data converted to the dynamic domain has already been created and that a DSR test ttd 
file for the same binder is also available we will have two files to combine, the 
“BBR_TTD_File_Name”_pp_G.ttd  and the “DSR”.ttd files. 

These two files must then be placed in the same folder. In the “File preparation” tab, it is then necessary to 
use the “Ttd” button and then select and combine these two files.  RHEA will then merge the information 
that comes from BBR test to that of the DSR data, which will allow to assemble a more extensive and 
complete mastercurve that incorporates a wider range of temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 55:  Combined BBR and DSR test data. 
 

After the files have been combined and the analysis settings adjusted pressing the “Save ttd” button will 
create the file allowing for RHEA’s analysis of the combined data. 
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DEVELOPMENT ITEMS 

Creep compliance D(t) from dynamic modulus data E* 
When the loaded ttd file describes a mix dynamic modulus test, the button in the “Other data” tab 
becomes visible. When activated RHEA automatically converts this dynamic data to its transient 
correspondence in the form of creep compliance isotherms that are designed to coincide with the 
requirements of the AASHTO ME design input (temperatures and times coincide and results are stated in 
Imperial units to be consistent with the MEPDG software).  This feature is currently under review and being 
evaluated. 

 

 

Figure 56:  E* to D(t) conversion (AASHTOWare compatible format) 
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